JOSEPH PAGANO STUDIOS
Joseph Pagano has been an artist and designer for over 30 years, creating his distinctive line of modern lighting. With a mastery of skills in glassblowing and fabrication, he combines the finest materials into timeless heirloom designs.

info@josephpagano.com

BISAZZA EXTENDS ITS BISAZZA CEMENTILES COLLECTION WITH NEW DESIGN SERIES BY DAVID ROCKWELL
In 2018, Bisazza launches a new series of patterns designed by American architect David Rockwell for Bisazza Cementiles—a collection that offers a contemporary interpretation of traditional cement tiles blending design value with the appeal of artisanal craftsmanship. Texture, transition, and movement are hallmarks of Rockwell’s series.

bisazza.com 800.247.2992

SPECTACULAR LIGHTING DYNAMICS WITH MODERN FORMS KINETIC LED CHANDELIER
Modern Forms introduces the Kinetic LED Interior Chandelier—a gyroscope-inspired openwork globe, crafted in a stunning titanium finish, and designed with rotatable edge-lit metal bands that can be individually adjusted to create a variety of futuristic designs and configurations.

modernforms.com

LIEBHERR
Savor the difference with Liebherr’s custom-panel ready HW 8000, holding up to 80 bottles of wine in two individual temperature zones. Visit home.liebherr.com for more.

BRONZE CHARLIE SCONCES
The Double Charlie Sconce is part of Rocky Mountain Hardware’s growing bronze lighting collection. Available in a choice of 10 finish options as well as a complementary pendant option.

rockymountainhardware.com

style/library

U.K.-based Walker Greenbank PLC has officially launched STYLE LIBRARY as the new global home for its six interior product lines: Sanderson, Harlequin, Zoffany, Morris & Co., Scion, and Anthology.

stylelibrary.com